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Abstract
We present a new algorithm to determine whether a given word belongs to the language
denoted by a regular expression. It is based on our ZPC representation of the Glushkov automa-
ton of a regular expression. This procedure requires a specic representation of the Glushkov
automaton of the expression. The representation is computed in linear time and space using the
ZPC algorithm designed by Ziadi et al. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Regular expressions and nite automata play an important role in the design of
many applications such as lexical analyzers, text editors, word processors, electronic
dictionary, lters and UNIX utilities (for example sed, grep and awk). The feature these
fundamental tools share is that they need to check whether or not a word belongs to a
given language. More precisely, this problem can be formulated as follows: given an
alphabet , a word w and a regular expression E on , we have to decide whether or
not the word w belongs to the language L(E). It is classically solved by constructing
an -automaton recognizing L(E) and verifying whether there exists a successful path
labelled by w in this automaton [25, 3, 5]. The rst step is in O(jEj) time and space,
whereas the second step is in O(jEj  jwj) time and in O(jEj) space, where jEj is the
size of E.
This paper presents a new algorithm based on an original representation of the
Glushkov automaton of the expression E. The rst step of our approach is the
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Fig. 1. Dierent recognizers and their performances.
construction of the ZPC representation [23, 27] of the Glushkov automaton of the ex-
pression E. This representation can be computed in O(jEj) time and space. The second
step (the PZC function) consists in simulating the search of a successful path labelled
by w, on this representation. Our claim is that this second step is in O(jEj  jwj) time
and O(jEj) space. So the whole procedure has the same time and space complexity
as algorithms using -transitions. It is an interesting result for automata implementa-
tion, since asynchronous automata are usually superuously larger than -free automata
[18]. Furthermore, it is interesting for theoretical computer science to see that such a
data structure as the ZPC representation leads to ecient algorithms to solve classical
problems as language membership or determinization.
Let us terminate this introduction by noticing that the problem we are concerned
with and pattern matching [10] are very close topics. Given an alphabet , a word
(the text) on , and a set of words (the pattern) on , pattern matching consists in
locating an occurrence (or occurrences) of an arbitrary word belonging to the pattern
in the text. If the pattern is denoted by a regular expression, a classical solution is to
check whether or not prexes of the text belong to the language (L(E) n fg).
The next section is a comparative study of several well-known membership test
procedures. Section 3 recalls some denitions and notations used in the description
of the ZPC and PZC algorithms. Section 4 outlines the main features of the ZPC
algorithm. Section 5 presents the PZC algorithm and proves its complexity. Further
developments are mentioned in the conclusion.
2. An overview of membership test procedures
The standard method rst computes an automaton A recognizing L(E) and then
exhibits a successful path labelled by w in A, if any. According to the type of the
recognizer (such as is-deterministic), its construction and the membership test are more
or less ecient. The following array summarizes the performances associated to four
types of recognizers:
 DFA: a deterministic automaton [1].
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 NFA : a nondeterministic and -free automaton.
 Thompson: the standard -automaton of the regular expression E [25, 5],
 Glushkov: the Glushkov automaton of the regular expression E, a nondeterministic
and -free automaton [12, 6, 7, 9, 23].
The size jEj of a regular expression is dened to be the total number of appearances
of operators and symbols in E, whereas the number of appearances of symbols of  in
E is denoted by kEk. The set of transitions of an automaton is denoted by . The DFA
recognizer is supposed to result from the determinization of an NFA with n states.
Let us recall that the number of states of the DFA recognizer is exponential on the
size of the expression, in the worth case. So DFA recognizers are generally used in
specic cases, as in matching one word or a nite set of words in a text. In these
two situations linear or sublinear (on the sum of the lengths of the pattern and of
the text) tests have been designed by Morris and Pratt [1], Knuth et al. [17] and
Simon [24, 13] for a one-word pattern, and by Aho and Corasick [2] for a nite set
of words. The last-mentioned algorithm has been extended by Mohri [20] in the case
of arbitrary automata. Let us mention that some of the tools of the UNIX operating
system such egrep are based on such DFA recognizers [1], although the DFA may not
be completely computed. Finally, let us point out that Bruggemann-Klein and Wood
[8] have characterized languages which can be denoted by a regular expression whose
Glushkov automaton is a DFA.
3. Denitions and notations
We shall limit ourselves to denitions involved by the description of the next
algorithms. For further details about regular languages and nite automata,
Refs. [14, 26, 11, 21] should be consulted.
A nite automaton is a 5-tuple M=(Q;; I; F; ) where Q is a (nite) set of states,
 is a (nite) alphabet, I Q is the set of initial states, F Q is the set of terminal
states, and  is the transition function. A deterministic nite automaton (DFA) has a
unique initial state and arrives in a unique state (if any) after scanning a symbol of .
Otherwise the automaton is nondeterministic (NFA). The language L(M) recognized
by the automaton M is the set of words of  whose scanning makes M arrive to a
terminal state.
A regular expression over an alphabet  is generated by recursively applying opera-
tors ‘+’ (union), ‘’ (concatenation product) and ‘’ (Kleene star) to atomic expressions
(every symbol of , the empty word and the empty set). A language is regular if and
only if it can be denoted by a regular expression.
The Kleene theorem [16] states that a language is regular if and only if it is recog-
nized by a nite automaton. Computing the Glushkov automaton of a regular expression
[12] is a constructive proof of this theorem.
Glushkov algorithm works on a linearized expression E0 deduced from E by ranking
every symbol occurrence with its position in E.
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For example:
if E=(a+ (a+ b)a)(a+ b) then E0=(a1 + (a2 + b3)a4)(a5 + b6):
The set of positions of E is denoted by Pos(E). The number of positions, called the
alphabetic width of E [4] is denoted by kEk. The application  : Pos(E) !  maps
every position to its value in .
Algorithm Glushkov(E)
1. Linearize the expression E. Result is expression E0.
2. Compute the following sets:
 NullE which is fg if 2L(E) and ; otherwise.
 First(E), the set of positions that match the rst symbol of some
word in L(E0).
 Last(E), the set of positions that match the last symbol of some
word in L(E0).
 Follow(E, 8x2Pos(E): the set of positions that follow the position
x in some word of L(E0).
3. Compute the Glushkov automaton of E, ME =(Q;; sI ; F; ) where:
 Q=Pos(E)[fsIg
 8a 2 ; (sI ; a)= fx2First(E) j (x)= ag
 8x 2 Q; 8a 2 ; (x; a)= fy j y2Follow(E; x) and (y)= ag
 F = Last(E)[NullE  fsIg
A straightforward implementation of this algorithm, based on a recursive computa-
tion of the sets NullE; First(E); Last(E) and Follow(E; x) leads to an O(kEk3) time
complexity. Bruggemann-Klein [7], Chang and Paige [9], and Ziadi et al. [23, 27] have
designed quadratic variants. We describe the latter briey in Section 4.
4. The ZPC algorithm
The ZPC algorithm rst converts a regular expression E into a couple of forests
deduced from its syntax tree T (E). These forests respectively encode the Last sets
and the First sets related to the subexpressions of E. The transition function of the
Glushkov automaton of E appears as a collection of links going from the Last forest
to the First forest.
In the following we shall write First() instead of First(E), where E is the subex-
pression of E related to the node  of T (E). This convention holds for Last(),
Follow(; x) and Null.
Given a node  of T (E), we shall denote by  the node corresponding to  in the
Last forest, TL(E), and by ' the node corresponding to  in the First forest, TF(E).
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Let us sketch out the ZPC algorithm.
Algorithm ZPC(E)
1. Compute the syntax tree T (E).
2. Compute the forests TL(E) and TF(E).
3. Compute the set of follow links going from TL(E) to TF(E).
4. Remove redundant follow links.
5. Compute the transition table of ME .
Steps 1 { 4 compute the so-called ZPC(E) representation of E. We shall only describe
these steps, on which is based our membership test.
The Last forest TL(E) is a copy of T (E), where a link going from a node labelled
‘’ to its left child is deleted if its right child does not recognize . Thus the property
Last(F)  (G)=Last(G)[NullG Last(F) is satised. Furthermore, each node of TL(E)
points to its leftmost and rightmost leaves, and leaves in the same Last set are linked.
The First forest TF(E) is computed in a similar way, by deleting a link going from
a node labelled ‘’ to its right child, if its left child does not recognize , w.r.t. the
property: First((F)  (G))=First(F)[NullF  First(G).
The two forests are connected as follows. If a node of TL(E) is labelled by ‘’, its
left child is linked to the right child of the corresponding node in TF(E). If a node
is labelled by ‘’, its child is linked to the child of the corresponding node in TF(E).
Such links are called follow links.
Notice that a follow link encodes the cartesian product of a Last set by a First set,
and that the transition function  is the union of such cartesian products. Two products
are either disjoint, or included in each other. Redundant products are eliminated by
a recursive procedure. Finally, the representation ZPC(E) is such that a transition is
encoded in a unique follow link.
Example 4.1. Consider the expression E=(a + (a + b)a)(a + b). The linearized
expression is E0=(a1 + (a2 + b3)a4)(a5 + b6). So we can build the representation
ZPC as shown in Fig. 2.
It is convenient to process the expression E0=$((a1 + (a2 + b3)a4)(a5 + b6)#),
where $ and # are two distinguished positions. The position $ is associated to the
initial state of ME and is involved in the follow link: f$gFirst(E). The position #
is reached from positions which belong to Last(E) by scanning the end of the input
word; it appears only in the follow link Last(E)  f#g. Notice that $ is involved in
this link too if $2Last(E), i.e. if L(E) recognizes .
5. The PZC membership test
The PZC algorithm parses the word w on the two forests TL(E) and TF(E) according
to properties of the follow links. Let us recall that  is the transition function of the
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Fig. 2. ZPC(E) for E′ = (a1 + (a2 + b3)a4)(a5 + b6).
Glushkov automaton of the regular expression E. For every set X of positions of E
and for every symbol s of , we shall denote by (X; s) the set of positions which are
reached from any position of X by reading the input symbol s. We have
(X; s)=
 S
x2X
Follow(E; x)

\Poss(E);
where Poss(E) is the set of positions y of E such that (y)= s.
The PZC algorithm can be stated as follows:
Let w be the input word, with w=w1 : : : wp and wi 2; 8i2 [1; p]. Let X0 = f$g and
let us compute the list (X0; X1; : : : ; Xq) of sets of positions such that Xi= (Xi−1; wi) if
Xi−1 6= ;, 8i=1 to q6p.
Finally we have:
w2L(E),

q=p
Xp \ Last(E) 6= ;:
This algorithm can be implemented in O(jjEjj  jwj) time and O(jjEjj) space, ac-
cording to the following lemmas.
Lemma 5.1. The size of the syntax tree T (E) is bounded by 3jjEjj − 2.
This follows from the assumption that E does not contain any subexpression such
as ((F)) and that  occurs only in union subexpressions. We have proved [22] by
induction on the size of E that the number of non-redundant follow links is bounded
by 2jjEjj − 1.
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function in-lasts(TL(E); X; m): set of nodes of TF(E)
/* TL(E) is the forest of Lasts of E */
/* X is a set of positions */
/* m is a mark */
begin
 ;
foreach x in X do
/* let 0 be the leaf of TL(E) labelled by x */
 0
repeat
mark  by m
if  is the head of a follow link
then   ] fg

 ancestor()
until  is marked by m
od
return 
end
Fig. 3. The algorithm in-lasts.
Lemma 5.2. Let X be a set of positions of E. Let  be the set of nodes  of TL(E)
such that
1. The set Last() contains at least one element of X .
2. There exists a follow link with node  as head.
Our claim is that the set  can be computed in O(jjEjj) time and space.
The in-lasts function (Fig. 3) inspects the path going from any position x of X to
the root of the tree of TL(E) x belongs to. Let  be the current node. If  is marked,
the inspection concerning position x is stopped. Otherwise,  is marked, and it is added
to the set  if it is the head of a follow link.
Thanks to the marking of nodes, each head of follow link is added only once to .
Moreover, each node  is visited at most d times where d is the number of children
of  in TL(E); thus, by Lemma 5.1, in-lasts function is in O(jjEjj) time.
Assuming that the ancestor of the root of a tree in TL(E) is this root itself, we can
write the in-lasts function as follows.
Example 5.1. Let E=$((a1 + (a2 + b3)a4)(a5 + b6))#, and consider the set of po-
sitions X = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g. We run in-lasts function on the representation ZPC(E) of
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Fig. 2. Follow links starting from 4 and 1 (resp. 8 and 7 ) are marked when in-
specting the path going from the position 1 (resp. 2). The path going from the position
3 (resp. 4) is scanned until marked node 8 (resp. 4) is reached. Concerning the po-
sition 5, 13 is added to  and the inspection is stopped by 3 which is marked. So
we get = f4; 1; 8; 7; 13g.
Lemma 5.3. Consider a set of follow links; and let  be the set of nodes ' of TF(E)
which are tails of these links. Our claim is that the set
Y =
S
'2
First(')
can be computed in O(jjEjj) time and space.
The in-rsts function (Fig. 4) initializes a set 0 to the empty set and performs a
preorder tree walk of each tree of the forest TF(E). Let ' be the current node. If
' 2  then the traversal of the subtree rooted at ' is not processed and ' is added
to the set 0. Finally, the set 0 is such that Y =
U
'2′ First('), hence the result.
Example 5.2. Let E=$((a1 +(a2 +b3)a4)(a5 +b6))#, and consider the set of nodes
of the forest TF(E), = f'8; '11; '12; '13g. We run the in-rsts function on the rep-
resentation ZPC(E) of Fig. 2. Notice that this example is independent of the previous
one. Inspecting the tree rooted at '3 yields '8 and '11. In the tree rooted at '12
only the root is inspected, adding '12 to 0. Finally, we get 0= f'8; '11; '12g and
Y = f2; 3g ] f4g ] f5; 6g.
Remark. (1) The test '2 is realized via a marking in the forest TF(E) of the nodes
belonging to .
(2) The function in-rsts can be improved by coding the index of the tree in the
name of nodes ' of TF(E) and handling an array of pointers on the roots of the trees.
Thus a tree which does not contain any element of  is not inspected, neither is a
tree which contains exactly one element ' of . In the latter case, just add ' to the
set 0.
Finally, in-lasts and in-rsts functions are used to compute in O(jjEjj) time and
space each of the sets Xi= (Xi−1; wi), for i2 [1; q]. O(jjEjj) space is common to each
of the steps. So we can state the following theorem:
Theorem 5.1. Let  be an alphabet. Let E be a regular expression on ; and jjEjj be
its alphabetic width. Let w be a word of . Let ZPC(E) be the representation of the
Glushkov automaton of E which is computed by the ZPC algorithm. The membership
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function in-rsts(TF(E); ): set of positions
/*TF(E) is the First forest of E */
/*  is a set of nodes of TF(E) */
procedure in-tree(';;0)
/* ' is a node of TF(E) */
/*  and 0 are sets of nodes of TF(E) */
begin
if ' 6= nil
then if ' =2 
then switch (symbol('))
begin
case ’’:
in-tree('c; ; 0)
case ’’,’+’,x:
in-tree('l; ; 0)
in-tree('r; ; 0)
end
else 0=0 ] f'g


end
begin /* function in-rsts */
0  ;
foreach T in TF(E) do
/* let 'T be the root of the tree T */
in-tree('T ; ; 0)
od
Y  ;
foreach ' in 0 do
Y  Y ] First(')
od
return Y
end
Fig. 4. The algorithm in-rsts.
of w to the language L(E) can be decided in O(jjEjj  jwj) time and O(jjEjj) space
through ZPC(E) representation.
Example 5.3. Let E=$((a1+(a2+b3)a4)(a5+b6))#, and consider the string w= ab.
We verify from Figs. 6 and 7 that w belongs to L(E).
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function PZC(E; w): boolean
/* E is a regular expression */
/* w is a word */
begin
/* compute the ZPC(E) representation of E */
/* process w through the forests TL(E) and TF(E) */
X  f$g
i  0
while ((i < jwj) and (X 6= ;)) do
i  i + 1
 in-lasts(TL(E); X; i)
 ;
foreach  in  do
/* consider the follow link(; ') */
  [ f'g
od
X  ;
Y  in-rsts(TF(E); )
foreach x in Y do
if (x)=w[i] then X  X [ fxg
od
od
return ((i= jwj) and (X \Last(E) 6= ;))
end
Fig. 5. The PZC algorithm.
i wi   0 Y X
0 ; ; ; ; f$g
1 a f2g f'3g f'3g f1; 2; 3; 4g f1; 2; 4g
2 b f4; 1; 8; 7g f'12; '16; '8; '11g f'12; '16; '8; '11g f5; 6; #; 2; 3; 4g f6; 3g
Fig. 6. Running PZC on $((a1 + (a2 + b3)a4)(a5 + b6))#; ab.
6. Conclusion
We have shown that -transitions are avoidable when performing regular language
membership test. To ensure that the PZC algorithm runs in time and space linear in
the size of the expression, it uses a natural partition of the transitions of the Glushkov
automaton of the expression, rather than the automaton itself. Notice that the alternative
which consists in computing an -free NFA recognizer that is as small as possible
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Fig. 7. Using the ZPC structure to compute PZC(E; w).
with respect to the number of states or the number of transitions, following Mirkin
[19] or Antimirov [4], is hopeless. Indeed, Hromkovic et al. have pointed out [15]
that there exist regular expressions such that any -free automaton recognizing them
has at least O(jEj log(jEj)) transitions, which yields a membership test that runs in at
least O(jEj log(jEj)  jwj) time. We are currently investigating properties of the ZPC
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representation of Glushkov automata to improve the determinization and minimization
algorithms of such NFAs.
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